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Press Note ForPublishing:  

ON the attack on MahendraChawla, a witnessconcerned in 

Narayan Sai cases. 

The followers condemn very heinous and demand a high 

investigation for penalising the culprits behind.

Followers’ community says these serial attacks on key witnesses are the part of the ploy to influence 

current court proceedings and 

community pray for his life. 

First of all, the incidence of MahendraChawla Shot by unidentified attackers in Panipat (as 

reported in TV News and internet 

of his condition and are with his family

level investigation to unravel the real culprits and their plan.  We also do request to media 

not to go in hurry to speculate and allege 

serial attackson concerned witnesses of both the cases in last few months are the part of the 

conspiracy and such incidences are attempts to prejudice the trial against 

AsharamJiBapu where the preparator

allegations.  It is very noteworthy the timings of

(including this) were happened on when either

relief to Sant Shri AsharamJi

Recently, Shri Narayan Sai is

Alleging or speculating Sant Shri AsharamjiBapu

shooting on MahendraChawala is not advisable

whenever an attack happened, reporters rush to ask Bapu for his 

judge it why Bapu will look for such barbaric act to make his case more complicate himself? 

He is not so naïve. There is no 

followers with the causes of current incidence
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attack on MahendraChawla, a witnessconcerned in SantShri AsharamjiBapu

The followers condemn very heinous and demand a high 

investigation for penalising the culprits behind. 

Followers’ community says these serial attacks on key witnesses are the part of the ploy to influence 

current court proceedings and to set the case prejudice to Sant Shri AsharamJi

First of all, the incidence of MahendraChawla Shot by unidentified attackers in Panipat (as 

reported in TV News and internet portals), is highly censurable. We pray for fast recovery 

with his family at this moment of grief. We demand to set a high 

level investigation to unravel the real culprits and their plan.  We also do request to media 

not to go in hurry to speculate and allege Sant Shri AsharamJiBapuand the followers. The 

on concerned witnesses of both the cases in last few months are the part of the 

conspiracy and such incidences are attempts to prejudice the trial against 

preparators are currently failing to substantiate 

ry noteworthy the timings of these attacks as all the previous attacks 

(including this) were happened on when either the Judiciary was allowing to give some 

JiBapuor the bail petition just comes to hear before t

is granted the bail for three weeks.  

Sant Shri AsharamjiBapuor his follower(s) involvement in the 

shooting on MahendraChawala is not advisable (As seen today and previously too, 

ck happened, reporters rush to ask Bapu for his involvement

judge it why Bapu will look for such barbaric act to make his case more complicate himself? 

He is not so naïve. There is no suchconnection of Sant Shri AsharamjiBapu

followers with the causes of current incidence till far and far away.  

Date: - 13-May-2015 

(Rajasthan)  

aramjiBapu and Shri 

The followers condemn very heinous and demand a high level detail 

Followers’ community says these serial attacks on key witnesses are the part of the ploy to influence 

to Sant Shri AsharamJiBapu. Also, the 

First of all, the incidence of MahendraChawla Shot by unidentified attackers in Panipat (as 

pray for fast recovery 

demand to set a high 

level investigation to unravel the real culprits and their plan.  We also do request to media 

and the followers. The 

on concerned witnesses of both the cases in last few months are the part of the 

conspiracy and such incidences are attempts to prejudice the trial against Sant Shri 

s are currently failing to substantiate any of their 

these attacks as all the previous attacks 

Judiciary was allowing to give some 

or the bail petition just comes to hear before the court. 

or his follower(s) involvement in the 

(As seen today and previously too, 

involvement) and one can 

judge it why Bapu will look for such barbaric act to make his case more complicate himself? 

Sant Shri AsharamjiBapuor any of his 
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The attack

name of attack is also deplorable. This is overtly exposing the 

conspiracy and an attempt to deteriorate the court’s mind as evidences 

are staying inadequate at this moment of trial.

 

Shri Subramanian Swamy, who just 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sr. Advocate Shri SanjeevG 

associated with BapuJi’s case and Malegaon Blast case in past, condemns that:

 

 

 

Advocate Shri IshkaranBhandari, 

raises the question: 
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The attacks are deplorable and character assassination of BapuJi

name of attack is also deplorable. This is overtly exposing the 

conspiracy and an attempt to deteriorate the court’s mind as evidences 

are staying inadequate at this moment of trial. 

who just undertakes the case of Bapu, tweeted on the matter:

G Punalekar, from Hindu VidhidnyParishad

associated with BapuJi’s case and Malegaon Blast case in past, condemns that:

  

 

  

Advocate Shri IshkaranBhandari, who associated with Dr.Swamy in current case,

Date: - 13-May-2015 

(Rajasthan)  

deplorable and character assassination of BapuJi on the 

name of attack is also deplorable. This is overtly exposing the 

conspiracy and an attempt to deteriorate the court’s mind as evidences 

, tweeted on the matter: 

Punalekar, from Hindu VidhidnyParishad who has been 

associated with BapuJi’s case and Malegaon Blast case in past, condemns that:- 

in current case, also 


